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Additional Recommended Strategies to Create a Healthier Restaurant Environment 
The following is a list of ways to go above and beyond the program participation requirements to support the health of 
your customers. These additional recommendations are optional and restaurants are encouraged to use those strategies 
that fit best with their environment. 

1. Offer a beverage size option of 16 ounces or less.

Support your customers’ efforts to be healthier by offering a smaller beverage size along with your other reduced-size 
portion options. 

2. Prohibit smoking in outdoor areas.

Creating smoke-free outdoor environments protects the health of patrons and promotes a positive fresh air dining 
experience. 

3. Offer fruits and vegetables as side item options.

Making fresh fruits and vegetables with minimal added fat, salt, and sugar available as a substitute for fries or chips is a 
great way to offer customers healthier dining options. Listing them first on the menu, or as the default option, and at 
the same cost as other items is a great way to promote these healthy items. 

4. Use descriptive words and menu designs that promote greater sales of healthier items.

Customers are encouraged to pick healthier options when those items have positive descriptions, like fresh or seasonal, 
and when they are displayed first in a section or on a list. Start designing your menu to encourage healthier choices by 
using a descriptive name for your reduced-size portions and offering them as the first items in each section. 

5. Serve meals on 10” plates.

Larger plates can encourage people to eat more without realizing. Smaller plates help people recognize the quantity of 
food they are eating. By using 10” plates or smaller, reduced-size portions can look more appealing and patrons may feel 
more satisfied with the quantity of food. 

6. Bring chips or bread before a meal is served only if the customer requests.

Customers may be tempted to fill up on chips or bread if they are placed on the table immediately. Instead, ask or allow 
customers to choose whether they would like additional food, like chips or bread, when they order. This can keep food 
costs down, too. 

7. Offer to-go boxes at the beginning of a meal and encourage patrons to box-up half of full-size portions.

Some patrons may want a full-size portion of their meal, even if a reduced-size option is available. Give them the choice 
when ordering to box-up half and save it for another meal.  
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8. Offer sauces and dressings to be served on the side.

Many patrons prefer controlling how much of the condiments they use for flavor. Give them the option by allowing 
sauces and dressings to be served on the side. 

9. Offer more whole grains.

Offering whole grain options for sandwich bread, burger buns, and pastas helps your customers eat more healthy whole 
grains. Many commercial bakeries offer whole-wheat selections that are in line with food costs. 

10. Provide children’s placemats or coloring pages with healthy messages.

Consider incorporating nutrition and physical activity messages into your materials if you provide children with 
placemats or coloring pages. There are many free versions you can download from the Internet, or Choose Health LA 
Restaurants program staff can provide examples. 




